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Fall
festival
celebrates
the
season
INSIDE
By Mariel Williams, reporter

• CALLING ALL WRITER'S: If you
want to learn how to become a
better writer, read about the
writer's conference being held on
campus Nov. 17. See page 2.
• CAFFEINATED: The Drowsy Poet
Is Just one of the coffee shops
Lynchburg
has to offer.
Find out
about the
others. See
page 7.

• DIFFERENCE OF OPINION: The

debate over dress code. And you
thought It was over. Read our
very first Letter to the Editor of
the semester. See page 5.
SIX PEAT?

The Lady
Flames
looked
promising
In a weekend exhibition game.
Can they
continue
once the season begins? See
page 10.
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TUESDAY

Sunny.
High 62, Low 31.

• WEDNESDAY

Sunny.
High 65, Low 35

• THURSDAY

Sunny.
High 67, Low 36

• FRIDAY

Sunny.
High 64, Low 32

• SATURDAY

Sunny.
High 64, Low 34

ABOUT
• PAYROLL DEADLINES:The payroll office would like to stress
that the deadline for turning in
time card and time sheets. Time
cards must be turned in by 10
a.m. Monday mornings and time
sheets by 4 p.m. Monday afternoons.
• CAREER NIGHT 2001: Don't
miss Career Night In the
Marriott Tuesday, Nov. 6 from
5-7 p.m. Commuters will eat
free. Dress professionally and
bring a resume.
• MILITARY EMPHASIS DAY:

Wednesday. Nov. 7 Is Military
Emphasis Day at LU. Student,
staff and faculty that have or
presently serve In the Armed
Forces are encouraged to wear
their uniform.
• TRUE WORSHIPPERS: Join True
Worshippers Friday, Nov. 9 at
7:30 p.m. Eric Lovett will be the
guest speaker.

The Incredible Hulk led praise and
worship as students gathered at LU's
Fall Festival last Wednesday, Oct. 31 to
sing, listen, eat and "interrupt Satan's
party," as Dr. Danny Lovett put it.
The Fall Festival featured music from
the Kerry Knight Band, winners of last
semester's Battle of the Bands, as well
as a short sermon from Lovett.
Lovett preached on "how we can put
God in Halloween." He had an acrostic
that matched attributes of God with the
letters of the word Halloween.
Costumes were scattered throughout
the crowd, as well as on the stage. Eric
Lovett and Eternal Praise were also
dressed for the occasion. Eric dressed as
the Incredible Hulk, the drum player
dressed as a ghost and the bass player
was a British rock star named Nigel.
A prize was given for the best costume
in the crowd. The finalists for the contest
came In a variety of disguises. One duo
appeared as a chicken nugget accompanied by honey mustard sauce. Donatello
from Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles was

the Drowsy Poet
In the crowd,
ro i
cat costumes were
particularly popular among girls
this year, but hippies, apes from
"Planet of the
Apes,"
pirates and
1
>
superheroes were
also represented.
%
The stage was
well-decorated for
the occasion. Hay
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lanterns and potSUPERHEROES UNITE - The Incredible Hulk, Robin, Batman and
ted chrysantheSuperman come together at the Fall Festival.
mums and Tiki
torches ornamented the corners of the
among the contestants, as were the new
stage.
superheroes Evil and Good Wal-Mart
Hot apple cider, cocoa, candy corn
Man, making their first public appearand other goodies were on hand for stuance.
dents to munch on.
Audience members were given the
After exhorting his audience to keep
opportunity to vote for their favorite cosin mind the points listed in his Haltume. The chicken nugget and honey
loween acrostic, Lovett ended his sermustard sauce pair garnered the loudmon with a special time of prayer for the
est applause and won a gift certificate to
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nation and for the holiday. He reminded
students that Halloween is a time that
many use to honor evil and that it Is
their Job tofightthis evil with prayer. "All
over the world, evil acts are taking place
[tonight]," Lovett said.
In addition to praying for the people
celebrating the holiday across the
country, Lovett asked the crowd to
pray for the nation, the war In
Afghanistan, the President, others in
leadership and for students all over.
Lovett Interjected new prayer
requests every few moments as the
students prayed. He emphasized the
Importance of praying now, at this
moment, for the country.
"God's really laid it on my heart
that we really need to start praying
like we've never prayed before," Lovett
said.
He also requested that students
pray for Lynchburg and the surrounding counties and for Liberty. He told
the audience to ask God to ensure
that LU would be a witness to the rest
of the world: "that we'll set the standard for true righteousness."

Test results 1MB comes to LU for conference
negative
for Anthrax
standing represented the U.S. and
Canada. Nine of the 10 "missionaries"
were "sent" to the U.S. and Canada.
The remaining "missionary" was left to
evangelize to everyone else in ministry
chapel, which represented the world.
"Onlyfivepercent of the world's

By Julleanna Outten, asst. news editor

-tratned-mlsslonartes,- pastors and

Test results returned negative for the
white powder contained In the letter
received at the Liberty Broadcasting Network warehouse a few weeks ago.
According to Robert New, narcotics
deputy at Campbell County Sheriffs
Office, the powder substance was probably only baking powder or something similar.
The LBN warehouse received the letter
addressed to Dr. Jerry Fahvell on Oct. 18.
The envelope contained a threat and a
fine white powder substance. New investigated the case and had the powder sent to
the Health Department in Richmond for
testing.
The envelope, letter and powder have
now been sent to a forensic lab for DNA
testing andfingerprintingIn an attempt
to discover the origins of the letter.
Campbell County Sheriffs Office has
received dozens of reports on suspicious
letters since anthrax started being transmitted through the mall over a month
ago.
According to Fox News, four people
have died because of the bacterium and
17 have been infected, 10 of those
infected- Including those who diedwere diagnosed with the more serious
respiratory anthrax.
LBN continues to take precautionary
measures to ensure the workers safety.

SUSAN WHITLEY

THE CHOSEN ONE —Al Gilbert front the 1MB demonstrated the need for missionaries
in areas of the world other than the U.S. and Canada.

By Chris Sheppard, news editor

The most dangerous place to be is
out of God's will.
That was what the missionaries at
this year's Southern Baptist missions
conference emphasized. Staff and
missionaries from the International
Mission Board (1MB) serving in sensitive areas of the world came to LU's
campus Oct. 26-31.
The conference started Friday, Oct.

26 in ministry chapel. Al Gilbert, special assistant to the president for 1MB,
spoke on servant-hood and Its role In
fulfilling the Great Commission.
"It's always been the plan of God to
be worshipped by all the peoples of the
world," Gilbert said.
Gilbert picked 10 people out of the
audience and called them to the front
to represent missionaries. He then
had people from two of the end rows In
DH 1113/1114 stand up. The people

leaders work with 95 percent of the
population," Gilbert said. "I think there
is a very distinct movement among college students who do not limit their
world. Students have a tendency to see
how big the world Is and they don't think
that It's too big for them to do something
about"
Sunday night was a time of sharing as
the 1MB missionaries gave testimonies
and told what God was doing in their
countries and gave students some
lnslghtln to their everyday liveson the
mission field.
Monday night featured a panel discussion in DH 1113/1114. The topics
discussed were "How to GetfromHere to
There" and Today's Issues on the Mission Field."
Directorof LIGHT Ministries, Fltu T
Tafaoa moderated the first halfof the
evening. Panel speakers briefly shared
how they became Involved In missions.
1MB staffers explained the different
programs that 1MB offers to college students who are Interested in missions.
One of their programs is called Journeyman. It Is a two-year program that sends
single college graduates out to various
mission fields.
Please see MISSIONS, p a p 2
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Chamber of Commerce president speaks
By Rachel Coleman, reporter

The President of the Lynchburg
Chamber of Commerce informed Liberty
students about the downturn In the
local economy and the ways it could
affect them personally In the coming
years.
On Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 31 In
DH 1101, Rex Hammond told students
that the local economy had been taking
a downturn, starting In the last business
quarter of last year and continuing into
this year. Most economists now, according to Hammond, are predictingfourto
six more quarters to follow this trSnd.
"We did enjoy 10 years of unparalleled
growth and prosperity, so a downturn
was Inevitable, but the economy has
been further aggravated by the terrorist
attacks of September 11," Hammond
said.

1'KOXtL

ECONOMICS 101 — Chamber of Commerce
president gives students job market insight.

One effect they have been unable to
Ignore Is the impact these events have
had on transportation, specifically airlines. "It's not generally known, but airport service has been cut In half since
these events and most airlines are flirting with bankruptcy," Hammond said.

I

Hammond went on to say that United
Airlines might attempt to pull out of
Lynchburg because of its economic situation, "if they are successful In their bid
to leave our service, they will most likely
be gone In a year," Hammond said.
This will leave Lynchburg with limited
service, in addition to cutting off Lynchburg's connection to Washington, DC.
"If we cannot Improve this service, then
businesses will start to look elsewhere
for a better place for their business, a
place with transportation," Hammond
said.
To solve this problem, the Chamber of
Commerce has formed a committee to
deal expressly with this issue. Currently
they are looking Into gettlngjets to
replace the planes that would leave
Lynchburg and to lure in other airlines
to replace the ones leaving. "We'll be
banging on the doors of airlines trying to

get their service," Hammond promised.
Hammond views transportation as
one of the three "pillars" of the Lynchburg community. Education and the
work force are the oUier two pillars Hammond sees as essential to the economy
and to determining whether or not the
economy bounces back soon.
In an attempt to bolster the economy,
Hammond and the Chamber of Commerce are trying different plans that
focus on each of these pillars. They want
to start a new revenue sharing program
among the different cities In the area
and launch a new taxation system that
would help Improve schools.
The Chamber of Commerce is also
trying to develop a strategy for the
skilled worker shortage In Lynchburg.

Please see CHAMBER, page 2
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The Price
iS RiBht
By Chris Price, columnist

The life of a rock star is great Lots
of money, tour buses, thousands of
screaming fans and four-star hotels
awaiting you.
The life ofa praise band is different. I am writing this from Atlanta.
Ga. where I'm with a praise band
from LU. I'm here for prayer and
encouragement, which means I carry
the heavy stuff. The group's name is Orayi, which Is either
Swahlli for "God's possession" or "we have great hair." It
depends on which member you ask.
I first traveled with them this summer. It was an experience I
will never forget When you think of traveling with a band, you
think ofa big bus with a TV and a refrigerator, maybe even a
bed. When you're in music for ministry and not money, things
are different You Jam a van full ofyour equipment and then pile
In. When you have a van full of equipment and six guys lying on
top of each other, it doesn't take long to start smelling atrocious.
By the time you have made it to the church you crave only
two things—a shower and the smell of the van to leave your nostrils. It smells like foot sweat and wet dog. The smell will eventually leave, but the shower never happens. Either the church's
showers are being remodeled, or more than likely you left an
hour and a half late and there is no time.
Then it is time for sound check. I have learned that every
church's sound guy thinks he knows what he is doing, but very
few do. After an hour of sound check the sound guy has you
where he thinks you sound the best Actualfy you sound like
you are singing in the Grand Canyon. When he leaves you fiddle
around with it until it sounds good.
After you play, one thing always follows. Some call it a pizza
blast, a pizza party, or a pizza dinner, but you can count on one
thing—pizza. It is the staple ofyouth rallies. You cannot have a
successful rally without pizza. It Just doesn't happen.
After eating your weight in pizza It's time for bed. The sleeping
arrangements usually involve a small bed and a sleeping partner. Ifyou're not closetoyour bandmates, you will be. Every
once In a while you get a great placetostay, like this week. We
are staying with a band member's mom, whom I would marry in
a heartbeat She had pork loin, mashed potatoes, chicken soup
and green beans waiting for us. Tonight is chicken Parmesan. I
love her. I would rather stay here than a four-star hotel.
When it's timetoleave the next day, you are tired and thinking about all the homework that you havetodo. You are not
happy. But then a little girl tells you she got saved last night, or
a teenage guy got things straight with God and thanks you for
coming. Suddenly all that you remember about the weekend
was the great things God did. Mtnistry teams here count It a
blessing to sleep on afloorand eat pizza every weekend. They
miss out on the social side of college, but they are making a difference In people's lives, and that's what it's all about

Christian writers to lead autumn conference
By Mattie Gordon, reporter

Would you like to become a
better writer?
If so, consider attending the
Autumn Writer's Conference,
Tell Me A Story—Writing for
Young Writers.
The conference will be held at
the A. Pierre Guillermin Library,
Saturday, Nov. 17 from 8:30
a.m. until 3:55 p.m.
The conference will feature
three authors. Bill Myers will
give the keynote address. Myers
Is an author, a screenwriter and
director. Myers has written over

50 books Including "The Wacky
Worlds of Wally McDoogle" series
and "Forbidden Doors" series.
Myers' video series "McGee and
Me" Is the best-selling children's
Christian video of all time.
Those In attendance will also
have the opportunity to attend
workshops conducted by
authors Angela Hunt and
Nancy Rue.
Hunt is a Liberty grad. She
has written 73 books, in both
fiction and non-fiction. One of
her most well-known books Is
"The Tale of Three Trees." The
book has sold over one million

copies and Is printed In 16 different languages.
Hunt will be leading two of
the four workshops. In the
workshop, "Get the varmints
out of your creation," she will be
teaching how to write stronger
by eliminating unnecessary
words.
Hunt's other workshop, "Dem
bones, dem bones," will teach how
to build the structure of a story one
bone at a time.
The remaining workshops will
be taught by Rue. She Is a full-time
freelance writer. Rue is the author
of 27 books, Including Focus on the

Missions: Week of learning and challenge
radee Changngarm.
Changngarm Is originallyfromThailand
The second half of the night was led by the
and came to LU as a
director of the Center for World Missions for
Buddhist She
LU John Balmer. Missionaries from restricted
received the Lord
access countries In the 10-40 window spoke
while at LU and urged
and answered questions.
students to be In
"If you're good at what you do and It Is
prayer for the lost
something they ask you to come and do... it
"I am the only one
opens more doors and allows more ability to
share, because you're legitimate," Coach Mark In my family who is
saved. So when you
from Infinity Sports said. Infinity Sports provides creative access to countries using sports talk about lost people
SUSAN WHITLEY
that means my father HERE TO SERVE — Staffers from the 1MB share the different ministry
ministry.
Students had the chance to talk one on one and mother...I would opportunities available from the 1MB.
ask you to pray for
with some of those missionaries on Tuesday
takes themtoa greater field.
night. Tables were set up and pizza was served those lost people, because that Is what I was
Close to 300 students came forward during
and they are my family," Changngarm said.
in David's Place.
invitations throughout the conference surrenWednesday in convocation had Bob RecAfter the pizza was eaten, Gilbert turned
cord, president of the North American Mission dering their livestomissions.
the microphone over to the missionaries who
"I am overly pleased how the missionaries
shared why they are passionate about the peo- Board (NAMB) speaking. He spoke of the
Importance of God's call In a person's life. Rec- Impacted our students on campus. There
ple they serve. After the missionaries spoke,
was... close connections between the missionstudents were asked to share from their heart. cord stressed that sometimes God leaves a
aries and the students," Balmer said.
person where they are at and sometimes He
A powerful testimony came from senior AplContinued from page 1

Missionaries overcome risks to share at LU
By Julleanna Outten, asst news edftor

They cannot use their real
name. Their photos cannot be
taken. They must not be found
out. They are missionaries. They
risk their lives for the gospel.
Five of the missionaries who
came to last weeks Southern
Baptist Missions Conference at
Libertyfitthe above description,
John Balmer, director for the

Center for World Missions for LU,
said.
"There are security issues, but
ultimately God will take care of
those who risk their lives for the
gospel," Balmer said. "They will
be honored." However, he realizes
that God's protection may not
always be the same as man's Idea
of protection.
Security is sotightbecause itis
Illegal to be a missionary in the
countries where they live. If their
names were found printed In connection with the International Missions Board or any mission related
event or organization, they would

be in danger ofbeing kicked out of
their country at best Imprisonment or death at worst
There's definitelyrisks,but it's
worth it In the long run," a Central
Asia worker at the conference said.
"We do legitimate work, we're not
lying, but we are Christian." Many
missionaries working in the more
dangerous areas are able to share
with unreached people groups
because of special work skills.
Where she lives there are physicalrisks.Comingtomissionrelated events has intelligence
risks. It could Jeopardize her visa,
life and stop the spread of the

MAIN ST.
eatery and catering co.
A comfortable but elegant restaurant
on historic Main Street in the heart
of old town Lynchburg

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR
AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T.

Luncheon • Dinner • Catering • Take-out

907 main st.

•

lynchburg, va 24504

847-2526

TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

Kelly's Magic Tanning Salon
Now One Mont
1 visit

Managing money for people
with other things to think about'

]

gospeL She said she has heard of
church bulletins with missionaries
names In them showing up at customs stations and preventing the
missionaries' re-admlttance.
"They (government officials) look
for that kind of InformatJon,"
Balmer said.
Before the attacks began on
Afghanistan, Colombia was the
most dangerous country because
of their civil war. According to
Balmer, three missionaries were
killed there In 1996 and in the last
year and a half 135 pastors were
martyred there.
Recently, many missionaries
have been taken out of Central and
Southeast Asia
"When you do what God wants
you to do and takerisksto get the
gospel to people who have never
heard it, God will go ahead ofyou
and protect you," Balmer said.

Chamber:
Working for a
better economy
Continued from page 1

Aside from our name, we've always been in favor of making things simple.
So contact us for smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach your financial goals.

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE

Family's Christian Heritage historical Action series.
Rue will lead the "Should I write
for kids?" workshop. This workshop will look at two questions:
what do kids wanttoread? And
can I write that?
Rue's otherworkshop, "Whata
great Ideal" will focus on where to
find Ideas for writing and how to
apply them to your piece.
The conference will cost $20
for students and $30 for nonstudents. For more Information
contact Rachel Schwedt at
reschwed@llberty.edu or call
582-7003.

MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS j TRUSTS i INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

$3.00
,00

Lowest Prices Guaranteed
American Exercise Gy

45-816
1014 M e m o r i a l A v e . ,
.ynchburg 24501

h

"Meeting workforce needs will
require more effort and Imagination
than any other time in the past,"
Hammond said.
In addition, the Chamber of
Commerce Is trying to restore and
Improve the air service and hopes
to complete a bypass on RL 29
within the nextfiveyears, as well as
expand the rail service available to
Lynchburg.
According to Hammond, by
2005 the Chamber of Commerce
predicts the number of students in
Lynchburg will growto22,000. For
students that means more competition and fewerJobs If the economy
continues Its downward trend.
"My father had two Jobs In his
entire life. I've already had 11,"
Hammond said. "You students will
probably end up changing careers,
not Jobs, but careers, three or four
times In your lifetime." Hammond
encourages students to stay current, read and continue their education, possibly taking computer
coursework,tostay in the group
that most businesses seek out for
positions.
"You will havetohave a little
Sherlock Holmes in youtofindout
wheretogo with the skills you
have," Hammond advised. "Ifyou
understand what market forces are
taking place, you'll have an advantage over others in your class."

THE LIBERTY CHAMPION, Page 3
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OPEN TO THE
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SUSAN WHITLEY

CLEP tests now online
By Paul Burton, reporter
College-Level Examination Program (CLEP) tests are no longer
taken using scantron sheets and
No. 2 pencils.
Students can now take the
tests on computers In the Tutoring/Testing Center. The change to
computerized CLEP testing is
nationwide.
CLEP Is a credit by examination program that allows students
to receive credit for Information in
subjects they already know.

Before online testing, CLEP
tests were given on a monthly
basis. "We were testing up to 300
or 400 students a month," Jim
Wagner, coordinator of testing at
LU.sald.
Now, the College of General
Studies administers nine sessions
a day on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday and 12 a day on Tuesday
and Thursday. Wagner estimatedl ,200 to 1,700 students
would be tested per year, or 43 per
week.
One hundred students signed

You could look better. Feel better. Lose old
fears and find n e w friends. Super Kicks classes
can trim you. Our fitness kickboxing techniques
can arm y o u w i t h n e w confidence. Do something
for yourself for a change. My offer w i l l prove opportunity's knocking right n o w . Come on!
ONE W E E K ' S FREE CLASSES
No obligation. FREE fitness kickboxing classes. FREE
self defense instruction. DON'T WAIT. CALL YOUR NEAREST LOCATION FOR A WEEK'S FREE CLASSES!

LADY. YOU COULD
BE A KNOCKOUT.

up the first day of registration and
80 the second day, Wagner said.
All test slots for the remainder of
the semester are filled.
There will be also be a "limited
testing schedule over the [Christmas] break," Wagner said.
The College of General Studies
purchasedfivecomputers for
CLEP testing, although only four
are currently functional, according to Wagner. Thefifthcomputer
needs a monitor, but will be available soon.
Online CLEP tests are graded
immediately, so students know
whether they passed or failed a
test right away. Previously, each
test had a different cutoff score
that would determine a passing
The responsibility for setting the
cutoff score rests with the deans
and depL chairs of the LU course
for which credit Is granted.
Because of all the changes a
descision was made to use the
American Council on Education
(ACE) recommended cutoff score
of 50 for each test until sufficient
data can be obtained to conduct
a thorough review," Wagner said.

By Julleanna Outten, asst. news
editor
A team of young men from
Dorm 17-2 hope to Impact
teenager's lives through their
new ministry that will show
them the Importance of
abstaining from pre-marital
sex and having a personal relationship with God.
Motivated by his parent's
divorce this summer over sexual Issues, sophomore Brad
Hovis originated R.A.W. (Reality About your World) Ministries. It Is a non-profit organization, supported by, but not
affiliated, with Liberty.
Hovis, an SLD and youth
ministry major, and several
others on his hall are putting
into place the final touches
before they do their first session In a few weeks.
"It's a harder working evangelistic crusade," Hovis said.
"The purpose Is to Inform kids
and spread the gospel."
The age groups they Intend
to reach are Junior high and
high school students. They
plan to speak in high school
assemblies and then invite
them to an after party at a local
church. A dunk team and a
step team will join them at both
sessions.
In the schools the R.A.W.
Awareness Program will focus
on sharing about the dangers
of premarital sex and pornography. The after party will take
place along with a youth group
or another Christian group at a
nearby church. There, they will
teach the youth about relationships and will focus on telling
them about having a relationship with God.

The only test that Is not
graded immediately is the English Composition with Essay test
Although the test, including the
essay, is taken on computer, the
essay still must be graded manually.
Computerized CLEP tests
makes the testing process much
easier, but according to Wagner,
there have been some headaches
getting started. "[CLEP] was a
good program for us and then It
changed," Wagner said.
There is a CLEP sampler on
CD-ROM available In the library
that allows students to become
accustomed to the user Interface
used for the CLEP tests.
"Students kind of get a dry
run of how a test session will go,"
Wagner said. Students who
intend to take a CLEP test are
required to use the sampler first
Sign up sheets for CLEP tests
are posted at the Tutoring/Testing Center in the Teacher Education building. More Information
on CLEP at LU Is available at
http://www.liberty.edu/acaJemlcs/general/clep.doc.

"My personal goal Is to create Christ-centered entertainment geared to unbelievers for
the purpose of sharing the
gospel," Hovis said.
It was Just a week and a half
before Hovis
came back
to school
that he
found out
his parents
were getting
a divorce.
They
divorced
HOVIS
because of
his father's addiction to
pornography.
"Not being able to control
your sexual appetite will end In
an unhappy marriage," Hovis
explained.
He hopes that sharing about
what led to his parents divorce
will hit home with the youth.
Many of them have
experienced a divorce In their
families and will likely not want
to follow down the same path,
he said.
"Our society Is sex-saturated," Hovis said. He has
researched statistics on sexually transmitted diseases, teen
pregnancies and other related
information that he plans to
share with the teens.
He found that one in five
teens who graduate from high
school have an STD, internet
pornography generates $2 billion a year, 12,000 teens a day
contract an STD and 30 percent of STDs are not curable.
Hovis plans to send out a
survey to the students before
the team comes and reveal statistics from that school. He will
also hand out a booklet for the

Nursing majors reach out to locals
By Laurie Williams, reporter

"Music Is a really good way to
tures of things they are afraid of
cope," Lynn explained.
and things that stress them.
The Liberty University con- They will also perform skits
Other ways to cope with stress
stituency of the National Student showing ways to deal with these
and depression include relaxNurses Association (LNSA) has
ation, Imagery and prayer.
Issues.
declared November an unofficial
The LNSA Is excited about this
The middle and high school
"Mental Health Awareness
month's educational endeavor
team will touch on similar topics
Month." Thus, the LNSA is
and hopes the results will be
of dealing with post-traumatic
launching a community-wide
positive. They will be advertising
stress, particularly In their relaproject to spread mental health
on local radio stations asking
tionships with family, friends
awareness.
and school. The group will lead a schools and nursing homes to
contact them if they are Interdiscussion with a time for ques"Our group Is split Into teams
ested In using the program.
tions and answers.
geared for specific age groups:
elementary, middle and high
This Is a volunteer organiza"Our objective Is to teach
school and senior citizens," LNSA them how to manage stress in a
tion and we have great members:
president Anna Ellyson said.
they are wonderful. Everyone
good way," Junior Kelly Krueger
really wants to be involved,"
said.
Each group will go Into
Ellyson said.
schools and retirement homes
The third group will go Into
with a specific agenda. Their
assisted living homes.
To Join the LNSA, a student
program, "A Healthier Tomorrow
must be enrolled in an accredited
"We will ask questions about
Through Education Today," will
school of nursing. For more
how they felt after the Sept. 11
focus on the Sept. 11 tragedy
attacks and how they responded. information, contact the LU
and Its psychological effects.
Nursing Department at ext.
We will then teach them healthy
2519.
The elementary-age program and unhealthy ways to cope,"
Junior Christy Lynn said.
will teach children how to deal
with their fear and stress. StuThe team will also give a short
dents will do this by drawing pic- violin and piano concert.
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teens to fill out while he Is
sharing with them. At the end
of the booklet Is an abstinence
card that students are encouraged to fill out, sign along with
a counselor and save the card
to one day give to their spouse.
"Sometimes the best thing to
do Is tell people the facts and
why God gives us the commands," sophomore Paul
Faust, the director of events,
said. "So many of them Just
don't know what's going on and
why we have the rules we do.
This gives them responsibility
and puts the ball In their
court."
Hovis said that God woke
him In the middle of the night
during his first week of school
and gave him every Idea for the
ministry. Hovis wrote It down
and a few nights later, shared
his Idea with his leadership
team and they thought it was a
great idea.
However, had his parents
never divorced or his dad suffered from a sexual addiction,
Hovis said he would not have
had the Idea. His dad is now
repentant of his actions.
The men that are assisting
Hovis In this ministry are Joe
Short, director of creative
design, Dave Carter, director of
marketing, John Autry, assistant director of marketing,
John Donges, director of public
relations, and Faust.
Already, people in New Jersey and Virginia Beach are
requesting the group to come
to their area and do the program at a high school.
"It's neat to think how every
time major revivals started, it
was with the youth," Hovis
said.
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Have advertisers gone too far?
Patriotism has been running rampant since the terrorist
attacks of Sept 11. Americanflagsare seen on almost every vehicle and home across America, especially here In Lynchburg. They
even have patriotic Beanie Babies: "America the Beanie Baby,"
"Courage Beanie Baby" and "Rescue Beanie Baby" by Ty, Inc.
While driving to Virginia Beach, I heard on the.radlo thatTopps
was producing a set of trading cards—Operation Enduring Freedom Trading Cards. Sure enough, I searched the Internet and
found an advertisement for "an encyclopedic record of America's
war against terrorism," 24 packs per box, seven cards and one
sticker card for only $44.95 (hobbyxpress.com).
The cards feature pictures and biographies of people like
George W. Bush, Rudy Giuliani and Osama bin Laden, who's card
reads, "the suspected ring leader." Some of the pictures Include
"Arafat Gives Blood for Americans," "Congressional Moment of
Silence" and "F-117 Stealth Fighter Climbs Skyward." This is not
surprising since they also produced trading cards for Desert Storm
and "Freedom's War," about the Korean conflict. These cards are
supposed to be tools of learning for children. But, how far is too
far? Who is making the money?
When I typed "American flag" In an Internet search engine, the
first site that popped up read, "United States Flag-lowest prices..."
The Security Superstore, operated by National Surveillance Systems, LLC, was advertising New York Fire Department t-shlrts,
patriotic wreaths and, of course, a special package deal for one 8
by 12 U.S. flag on a stick-on sale for $ 29.99 per dozen. Did the
Web site say anything about donating part of the proceeds to a
New York City relief effort? No.
Even campaign advertisements are taking advantage of American patriotism in preparation for the upcoming election for Virginia governor. Early and Warner ads mention how they are going
to continue America's freedom and security. Driving to church
Sunday a car dealership advertised tires on a banner with an
American flag reading, "Keep America rolling." Are they talking
about the tires or the economy? Yet, consumer confidence continues to plummet Is it because ads have crossed the line? What do
you think? Tell us in a letter to the editor. Drop It by DH 10331.
-T.L.

Thought of the week:
There are only four words in the English language
which end in "dous": tremendous, horrendous, stupendous and hazardous (uselessfacts.net). "And the
Lord answered the angel that talked with me with good
words and comfortable words," Zech. 1:13. With a
limited vocabulary, choose your words carefully (refer
to quote at top of page). •• i
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Once again, the Falwell Confidential
Inspired the idea for this column. The e-mail
was about pornography. While people wouldn't normally think this topic would be relevant
to Liberty students, I think it Is. We are the age
group that every advertiser targets. Most of
the time they use sex to try to sell items to us.
In the Nov. 2 Falwell Confidential, Dr. Falwell talked about a new initiative Morality in
Media (MIM) launched recently. The organization is calling on state and federal investigators to increase prosecutions of "Illegal hardcore obscenity."
MIM describes Itself on its Web site,
www.moralityinmedia.org, as "a national, notfor-profit, interfalth organization that was
established in 1962 to combat obscenity and
uphold decency standards in the media." It
maintains the National Obscenity Law Center,
which is a clearinghouse of legal materials on
obscenity law. It also conducts public information programs to educate and involve concerned citizens.
The subject of obscenity has come up
recently even in my own apartment. My roommate and I were watching TV one night last
week. All of a sudden the new Victoria's Secret
commercial came on. Only it looked more like
porno than an advertisement. The things they
were showing were not necessary to sell
underwear. I wonder If other people are a little
put off by this commercial being on the air?
And if the Victoria's Secret commercial
wasn't enough, the new Britney Spears song

The goal of the complaint forms Is to "raise
came out recently. I had heard a lot about the
video that was to accompany the song. I tuned awareness of the problem of obscenity In our
nation and to convince prosecutors to be more
into "Making the Video" to see it for myself. I
was blown away by what I saw. And they did- aggressive in pursuing violators of obscenity
laws."
n't even show all the footage that was shot. I
A lot of people nowadays don't think there
probably wouldn't want to see what they didIs a problem with obscenity.
n't show. Spears certainly disproves a line of "I'm a Slave 4 U,"
TheyVe become so desensiwhich says, "All you people look
tized to it that it appears norat me like I'm a little girl." After
maLThey need to realize the
they see this video they probably
problem.
won't.
Proponents of obscenity
like
to argue for First AmendThese two examples are not
ment
protection, but
considered pornography. As
McGrath cites the United
Patrick McGrath, director of
States v. Miller case of 1973
media relations for MIM, said,
in which the Supreme Court
"Pornography is not a legal term.
Obscenity is the legal term that
ruled that obscene material is
dianabell
is short hand for hardcore
not protected by the First
obscenity—material that depicts
Amendment.
sex acts."
Perhaps the reason obscene material isn't
protected is because it leads to destruction.
The organization sponsored its 14th
Dr. William Marshall revealed in 1983 that 87
annual White Ribbon Against Pornography
percent of molesters of young girls and 77 perCampaign Oct. 28-Nov. 4. The purpose of the
cent of young boys admitted to regular use of
event was to let people know about the danhard core adult pornography.
gers of obscenity and that they can do something about it.
I know I Just complain to others around me
about the decline in morality on TV. Now I can
"This year as part of the campaign, we are
actually do something about It. Even though
giving people some really good tools to let the
the official Pornography Awareness Week is
prosecution for obscenities start," McGrath
said.The Web site has obscenity complaint
over, I urge everyone to go to the Web site and
forms that people canfillout and send to his
fill out a complaint form. Obscenity is used
or her state prosecutor and another one that
most in advertising. And since advertisers love
can be sent to U.S. attorneys.
to target our age group, we need to fight back.

Let students hold down the fort
"The only trouble with integrity is that
everybody who uses the word seems to mean
something slightly different." This is a puzzling statement made by American educator
Stephen L. Carter in a 1996 article in The
Atlantic Monthly titled, The Insufficiency of
Honesty." Carter explains that although honesty is a virtue of importance, it is a different
virtue from integrity. Integrity requires discerning what isrightand what is wrong and
acting on what you have discerned. "Honesty
can be something one seems to have. Without
Integrity, what passes for honesty often is
nothing of the kind."
Unfortunately, the issue of honesty often
hits home to students at colleges and universities, especially during exam "crunch times."
A May 2001 article in the Lynchburg News
and Advance addressed UVa's reevaluation of
its 160-year-old honor system. The article
reported, "students and professors say UVa
isn't infested with thousands of cheaters...but
too many students take the...honor system
too lightly." Violators of .the UVa honor code
are tried and convicted by students, which
UVa believes suffers less cheating than other
schools because of its honor code.
Some students have probably had the
unfortunate Instance tofindout what kind of
honor system LU has. Unlike most traditional
academic honor codes, which Include a strong
(often exclusive) student role In the Judicial
system to address academic dishonesty, LU

reports of academic dishonesty are sent to the researcher on academic integrity and has surveyed over 14,000 students at 60 colleges and
appropriate dean who will determine the
universities. McCabe said that the major findpenalty for each infraction, according to the
ing of this new research was
Liberty Way online. Only
that modified honor codes
during an appeal process that
do seem to reduce student
has passed through the
cheating even on large camdepartment chairperson and
puses.
then past the dean of the
McCabe stated that durschool is the student tried
ing the beginning of his
before a judicial review board
research he had doubts
consisting of two students
about the efficacy of such
representing SGA, three facstrategies on larger camulty and the vice president of
puses. The results of his
student affairs. In other
survey suggest that
words, students are not even
tracilawson
although larger campuses
indirectly Involved In honor
may not be able to achieve quite the same level
code infraction procedures until the final
of success as smaller campuses, large camchain of command, which the majority of
puses can reduce student cheating through a
infractions never reach.
strategy that utilized selected elements of a
So what would happen if LU revamped its
traditional honor code.
honor code system to a traditional studentrun Judicial review board that handled cases
I say LU should consider the traditional
before they had been sent down the chain of
student-run Judicial honor system. "Not only
command? I think it would be excellent prac- does such an approach effectively communitice for students going into law, government,
cate to students the institution's commitment
counseling and full-time ministry.
to academic integrity, it also encourages stuDonald McCabe, a Rutgers University pro- dents to take responsibility for their own
behavior," McCabe concluded.
fessor, believes that colleges and universities
with student-run honor systems suffer less
How many of you (students) really know
cheating because, "they've been given lots of
what happens behind the scenes? Would stuprivileges—unproctored exams, treating them dents hold themselves more accountable if
like adults...they don't want to risk those priv- they were given more responsibility Involving
ileges." McCabe is the country's leading
academic issues? Sometimes the best way to

Q P F A K U P What would you do with that weird
circle thing in the middle of Marriott?

—Louvon Sneed, Jr.
Roselle, N.J.

"I'd get rid of it. If you
are really in that much
of a hurry to check your
e-mail then there is
something wrong with
you."
—Aaron Sparkman, So.
Garden City, Mich,

"1 would put suggestions
into the computer about
how to improve the
food."

"Make it into a fort
where you are allowed to
throw food at others
from."

—Ryan Smyth, Fr.
Monte lair, N.J.

—Lane Eckard, So.
Danville, Va.

"Take it down and put
up more tables."

"Make a big snack bar.'

—Anna Law, Fr.
Newport News, Va.

—Herb Gray, Fr.
Japan

"I would spill my sweet
tea on them and ask for
a lab assistant."

C ' ^ 1992-93, 95
Best Ail-Around, Asso
elation ofChristian
Collegiate Media
1997-99
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Commentary
Letter to the Editor

Too much fuss over girls dress code
As I read Miss Alexandria Harper's
article on the women's dress code in
the Oct. 23 issue of the Liberty Champion, I could not help but laugh
because I thought she was joking.
Unfortunately, I realized that she was
not joking, and that she was serious
about the "injustice that women are
subjected to "by not being allowed to
wear pants until Dec. 1. 1 sympathize
with parts of her article, such as the
fact that it does get cold before Dec. 1,
which results in many sets of nearly
frozen legs. On the other hand, when
Harper made the reference to Liberty's
dress code being in the "dark ages," I
could not keep a straight face.
For one thing, in the dark ages
women wore many, many layers of
clothing and did hard manual labor. If
that were the case today, you probably
would have been treated as a horse
with a broken leg and "disposed of in
order to keep you from whining about
everything. Also, as to "equality" and
the "dark ages," women in our society
are, at the very least, considered equal
to men. As for the dark ages, the only
women who wore make-up were
women of "ill repute." That is obviously
not the case today, as almost every
young lady I see on campus wears
make up, and none of them (at least
none that I've met) are of "ill-repute."

personality?"
Are you off your rocker? They
already allow girls to wear pants, do we
want that privilege to be taken away
because someone thinks it's not
enough? And if pants were masculine,
why would LU allow girls to wear them
at all, especially when it doesn't allow
cross-dressing (Thank-fully) ?
"That the 'dresses only' policy
should be banned permanently is reasonable and should be the next mark
in LU's development...," she continued.
What are you talking about? There is
no "dresses only policy." As to your
statement about women being forced
to wear skirts in the dead of winter....
"Me thinks thou dost protest too
much." First, winter does not start
until Dec. 21. Women are allowed to
wear pants beginning with Dec. 1,20
full days before the start of winter. Second, no one forces you to obey the
rules. I will point out that, in coming to
Liberty, you agreed to follow the "Liberty Way." I

Now, before I am hunted down and
attacked by "barbarian hordes" of
angry women from the "dark ages" who
think I am belittling their inconvenience, let me explain my views on the
subject. First, I agree that it gets very
cold in Lynchburg long before Dec. 1. (I
have lived here for almost 17 years; I
think I can safely say I am well
Another thing, Harper's comment,
"Perhaps much of the complaint's con- acquainted with the weather around
cerning the female dress code would be here). Second, I think that it would be
nice of the university to allow the
alleviated if the men were held
women
to wear pants beginning someaccountable to the same measure.
time
in
October
or early November. I
Skirts and men? Go Scots!" On the
sympathize
with
your plight. Third, I
contrary, I think there would be many
more complaints about the dress code, think that those females who choose to
and mostlyfromthe ladies who do not abuse (by dressing immodestly) the
privilege they are given should be
want to see men's hairy legs sticking
"escorted" behind the proverbial woodoutfrombeneath kilts.
Harper continues to ask, "What is it shed by their fellow female students
and "persuaded" that they should
that the LU dress code is saying to its
female students by not allowing slacks dress modestly so that they will not
to be part of its year round dress code? endanger the privilege as it now
stands. Fourth, I think that if everyone
Is it that girls should only wear
at
Liberty followed the dress code more
dresses? That pants are masculine
and therefore it should be forbidden to closely, we would be given more latitude in what we can wear.
those of the female sex? Is there some
psychological transition in which
pants give a girl that skirts keep safely
under wraps such as an unnatural

Missions: hearing the call at LU
if they were willing to be used by God in
"After these things I looked, and
whatever capacity He may be calling
behold, a great multitude which no one
could number, of all nations, tribes, peo- them. The unfortunate side affect from a
continuous look at missions is that
ples, and tongues, standing before the
throne and before the Lamb, clothed with sometimes we as students become hardwhite robes, with palm branches in their ened to the Great Commission.
In James 1:23-24 it says,
hands, and crying out with
"if anyone is a hearer of the
a loud voice saying Salvaword and not a doer, he is
tion belongs to our God who
like a man observing his
sits on the throne, and to
natural face in a mirror; for
the Lamb!" (Revelation 7:9he observes himself, goes
10).
away, and immediately forEvery year Liberty hosts
gets what kind of man he
an annual missions conferwas." There are many implience in which missionaries
cations in this verse, but it
from around the world can
strikes
me
on some
come and share with stualexandriaharper
*"
level, this verse can be
dents their work on the
applied to Liberty and missions. It may
fields. The passion, eagerness and
seem that we are constantly being
frankness with which they share their
lives should inspire any believer who has encouraged to get involved in ministry
and when we don't it is very easy to
never considered missions to go out and
become apathetic to the need. We hear
get involved.
Al Gilbert, assistant to the president of the words of God in Matthew 28:18-20
telling His disciples to "go therefore and
the Southern Baptist International Mismake disciples of all the nations, baptizsion Board, demonstrated how inadequately Christian Americans are meeting ing them and teaching them to observe
the world's needs during ministry chapel all the things that I have commanded
you." We see the videos. We see the
on Friday. He did this in a visual example using the students to represent those need. We hear the presentation. The staworking in the ministry in North America tistics scream at our hearts. And, above
all, the cry of our God's heart is shown in
(which, according to Gilbert, is roughly
the faces of the lost.
five percent of the world's population) as
opposed to those working in the rest of
This spring we will have another
the world. Nine out of the 10 students
MEW. It is a desire of my heart that one
that were used to represent those in min- day most students will abandon themistry lived and worked in America. Only
selves and fall in such a love with God
one student was used to represent the
that most will respond with an openness
less than one percent of missionaries
saying, just as Isaiah did when conthat worked with 95 percent of the
fronted with the holy awesomeness of
world's population.
God, "Here am I! Send me," (6:9). God is
waiting.
On a positive note, many in ministry
chapel stood up in response when asked

Alcohol: America's real drug problem

Christians often look to the Bible for
answers to whether or not we should
consume alcohol on any level. I can find
enough evidence in scripture to support
my convictions against drinking, but I
have chosen to convey reasons other
than scripture alone as grounds for total
abstinence from alcohol.
The United States has been increasingly dealing with drug abuse since the
60s, but alcohol is a substance that
many don't consider to be as deadly or
dangerous as it truly is. "Our society is
drug-oriented, largely because of alcohol.
Because of its social acceptance, alcohol
is rarely thought of as a drug, but a drug
it is in scientific fact," Marvin Bloch, former chairman of the American Medical
Association said.
Alcohol is a downer that reduces activity in the central nervous system. Alcohol decreasesfinemotor coordination,
heart rate and blood pressure, which
impairs one's balance, speech, vision,
reaction time and hearing, as well as
reducing self-control, caution, reason
and memory use. Scientifically, alcohol
is a toxic poison and a foreign substance
for the liver to filter out of our body.
According to the Nation Center for
Health there were 19,515 alcohol
induced deaths in 1998 and that did not
include alcohol related traffic accidents
which totaled 17,274. There have been

tation does not produce an alcoholic
four times as many people killed from
drink potent enough to bring on drunkdrunk driving in the past 10 years than
enness, there must be a mechanical
were killed in the Vietnam War. Accordinterference with the normal
ing to the Department of
process. It was also discovJustice almost four out of
ered that the wines of biblical
10 violent crimes involve
times were actually mixed
alcohol, and about four out
with water, thus purifying the
of 10 criminal offenders
unsafe water. It would have
report that they were using
taken 20 glasses of wine to
alcohol at the time of their
consume the same amount of
offense. Two-thirds of the
alcohol that could be conviolent crime victims who
sumed today in one can of
were attacked by an intibeer.
mate (a current or former
Still, others may say drinkspouse or a boyfriend or girl timasimos
friend) report that alcohol had been a fac- ing is a culture thing. In France, people
drink wine like water, 65 gallons per year
tor. Among violence between spouses,
on average. What is interesting is that
three out of four incidents were reported
cirrhosis of the liver is the number one
to have involved alcohol use by the
cause of death in France, and that statisoffender.
tic is directly related to alcohol.
Not only do many fail to realize the
My main concern with alcohol is its
dangers involved in using alcohol, but
they also tend to rationalize that modera- potential. It has the potential to be
tion is the key. The problem with moder- deadly. Alcohol has destroyed lives, marriages, families and friendships. It turns
ation is that the majority of alcohol
drinkers do not exercise it, which is easily peaceful men into monsters and good
drivers into murderers. In my opinion,
proven based upon facts. So maybe you
the only sure way to never be a victim of
say, "The bible says not to get drunk it
alcoholism is to never drink it. Alcohol is
doesn't say not to drink, after all, it says
that a glass of wine is good for the heart." America's largest drug problem, and by
committing to total abstinence you
Or "Jesus turned water to wine." Well
assure yourself to never be a victim of its
here is a little something you may not
know. According to a recent study at Yale control and abuse.
University the normal process of fermen-

A chance to amend a childhood memory
I remember the day I learned the Golden Rule. I was put into to Movies 10 with a guy I really wanted to impress when I made
the fateful mistake of stepping off the curb onto the street.
"time out" during kindergarten recess for persuading my friend
It might have been my oversized sandals, the uneven paveAndy to jump off the top of the swingset and then "forgetting" to
ment or the amount of effort I was putting forth to look cool, but
catch him. As Andy and I were put in the corner (he got "time
my left ankle gave out with a loud pop. As I desperately tried to
out" for being dumb enough to actually jump), my teacher Ms.
think of whom to call to come pick us up, my ankle swelled to
Robin repeated that infamous verse to us: "Do unto others as
baseball-like proportions. Being Friday night, not a
you would have them do unto you."
soul was in the dorms, and I began to realize that I
The Golden Rule is perhaps the most overused
would have to hobble all the way back to Dorm 33
cliche from the Bible. Luke 6:31 has been pounded
(which is like walking to Egypt on a good set of
into our heads for so long that I think we someankles). Just then, a friendfrommy brother dorm
times file it away for reference only in Sunday
offered us arideback. Though I retained little of my
school class. But every once in awhile God brings
dignity in front of my date, I was saved by a genersomeone along our paths to remind us that we
ous friend from further injury. Moral of the story:
need to practice what we preach.
Stay away from curbs and always carry Tylenol.
I got my own lesson in Good Samaritan 101
It would've been really easy for me to pass right
(and a chance to repay Andy and Ms. Robin) just
by
"R"
that day but it's funny how distinctly people
the other day while cutting through the business
johannaprice
remember pain. Anyone who has ever broken a bone
office hall. Gimping along in front of me was a girl I
or torn a muscle, I'm sure you can distinctly recall the feeling.
will refer to as "R" to protect the klutzy but innocent soul. Poor
"R" had suffered the misfortune of falling off of her shoe (note to The minute I saw her, I knew how badly her ankle hurt. To coin
self: throw out all shoes with heels) and subsequently sprained a phrase from my not-so-favorite president, Bill Clinton, I could
literally "feel her pain."
her ankle. I immediately went into mother-hen mode, getting
her seated with ice to reduce swelling and rounding up someone
They say that pain makes a person stronger, but sometimes I
to drive her back to her dorm. It occurred to me later that I
think it just makes people more human. It makes us sympareacted so quickly because I had been in her coordinationthetic toward a situation; able to relate in a way only a person
impairing shoes just two years earlier.
who has experienced the same anguish can understand. Most
importantly, I think it brings us back to the simple elementary
I have a history of bad ankles due to years of cheerleading,
school rule of treating people the same wav we would hope to be
gymnastics and dancing. One night during my freshman year,
treated in return. I know it's something neither Andy nor I will
my finicky ankles decided to conjure up painful memories by
•giving out at the most inconvenient of times. I was walking down ever forget.
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picks of the week
• 11/6. Virginia State Elections.
Virginia residents, get out and vote In the state and local
elections. Polls close at 7 p.m. all around Virginia.

• 11/9-10. "The Great Gilly Hopkins."
An engaging family musical "guaranteed to bring the family
to tears." Based on the Newberry award-winning novel by
Katherlne Patterson. Adults $10. Call 237-2212forInfo.

• 11/7. Military Emphasis Day.
If you are a student, staff or faculty member that Is
presently serving or has served In the US Armed forces,
please wear the dress uniform of your branch throughout
the day so that you may be recognized and thanked.

• 11/10-11. Holiday Pottery Sale.
Help the Center's Pottery Program by attending a pottery
sale Nov. 10 from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and Nov. 11 from
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center.

Want to live off campus?
According to an announcement posted on the stu- not permitted to live on campus.
So to all those who have been curious
dent splash page: "You must be 22 years of age or
Want to live off campus? Ltving off campus for a
about what It takes to be an off campus stuolder by May 31 for the Spring semester or Dec. 31
year or two before you leave Lynchburg can be a
dent, here are the facts, so consider them
for the Fall semester and must have the recommentruly wonderful thing. It helps you become more
wisely and carefully. Don't be in such a hurry
dation of the Dean of Men or Dean of Women or be
responsible because you have to pay rent, phone
living with or under the supervision of an immediate to leave the campus though. Take advantage
bills, electricity, cable and all of that fun stuff.
of what Liberty has to offer, yes, even in dorm
family member who is 22 years of age or older."
You also get to cook for yourself (yeah!) and you
life. You can have all kinds of fun hanging out
You also cannot have accumulated more than 12
typically Just have more freedom and space than
with yourfriendson the hall, watching televireprimands in the previous semester.
when you are living in the dorms.
sion , eating pizza and chatting until all hours
There Is an exemption to the age rule. If you
"I like [being off campus] because I work full time
of the night These are definite advantages to
receive a recommendation from LIGHT medical (the
and I'm able to relax when I come back and not
staying on campus, late nights In the dorm
campus office), you can be considered to move offworry about dorm life," Junior Sally Swartly said.
withfriendsand chewing down on candy
campus. The Commuter Office does not make the
"You're much more involved in the community and
and snacks In your room.
final decision here; final approval must come
you feellike you are more at home."
"I like the fellowship with students.
through the Dean of Men/Women's offices.
However, living off campus Is notforeveryone. Most
When else In my life am I gonna be around
To apply to live off campus, go to Dorml3-213
importantly, you have to have a car or else a place
a group of people In the same age group,
and pick up an application, or call ext. 2842 to talk
really close to campus so you can walk back and forth. to Krlsty Wilson to ask any questions.
with similar goals and perspectives,"
You must be able to pay all of your bills and for school
senlorKendria Burrows said.
Another thing to note when considering moving
(some scholarships are cut In half when you move off
If you have any other questions or conoff campus: some LU assistance (such as non-merlcampus). This way requires getting ajob and working torlous scholarships and grants) will be cut In half. If cerns, ask your RD, RA, or go to Dorm 13
more hours a week than ifyou were on campus. And
you have any questions or concerns about this, con- for answers. Also don't forget that the
lastly, you must meet some basic qualifications of the tact the Scholarship Office at exL 2230.
deadline for living off campus in the Spring
school before you can move off campus.
2002 semester is Dec. 3,2001.
Married students or students over 30 years old are
By Anna Fleming and Lee Ann Livesay
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By Erica Ricci, reporter

you can go back for more fun on Saturday night for
their 80s theme night. "Ifyou're not In the mood to
'flashback'
with us, then you can always sit out
College life is one that is filled
back on the deck and enjoy a delicious dinner from
with schoolwork and stress and Boodles' own kitchen, server Steve Canard said. Its
pressure that is not experienced specialties are chicken, steak and seafood.
Perclval's Isle— Located on Main Street in downin any other "profession."
town Lynchburg, Perclval's Isle not
College students must try to balance the absurd only has weekend entertainment
for you but also entertainment
amount of schoolwork and the extracurricular
activities such as intramural sports and leadership during the week. "There's
always something to do Sunteams, the Job they have that allows them to conday night is Open Mic Night,
tinue this vicious cycle and, of course, social time.
This schedule naturally leaves every college stu- on Tuesday nights we have
acoustic sets, Wednesday
dent waiting for the weekend to arrive so they can
unwind, kick back and have fun. The only problem nights are karaoke nights,
Thursday nights we
is that most college students In Lynchburg (espeoffer free pool and
cially at Liberty) throw out the typical phrase:
"There's nothing to do In Lynchburg." But is there? Friday and Saturday nights we
Believe It or not, Lynchburg has more to offer
have live bands,"
than the average person thinks. Lynchburg has
owner Ryan Ghan
stuff to do for families, for kids, for couples and of
said. Perclval's is
course, for college students. From the nightlife to
like a coffee shop
outdoors, Lynchburg's got you covered and can
keep you busy all weekend. Let's go through exactly with Its dusky
lighting and eclecwhat there Is to do In Lynchburg.
tic appeal. In addition to serving coffee
Restaurants/Entertainment
and dessert, Its specialty is an 8
Jazz Street GrtH— With It's dim lighting and
inch pizza and its sandsoothing live Jazz playing in the background, this
wiches.
For a great place
small, quaint restaurant is a great way to spend an
to
sit
and
chat, play
evening with a small group of close friends or even a
pool
or
put
your singing
date. Its menu includes fresh seafood, steaks,
to the test, check out
Shrimp Creole, burgers, salads and spectacular
Perclval's Isle.
desserts. It is located at 3225 Old Forest Road and
is open on the weekends from 11:30 a.m. until midParks/Recreation
night.
Peaks View Park — Peaks View Park is probably
Boodles Restaurant— Conveniently located at
3009 Old Forest Road, this restaurant features live the best known park in Lynchburg. You have your
choice of activities—three lighted tennis courts,
entertainment each weekend evening. On Friday
nights, enjoy live music from local bands as well as seven multi-purpose fields, playground areas, volBoodles' own 70s Theme Night. If that's not enough leyball courts, Jogging trails, basketball courts and

an 18 hole Frisbee-golf course. It's a great way to
spend an afternoon if you want to shoot some
hoops with the boys (or girls), rollerblade along the
trail or just sit outside to read a book. There are
also charcoal grills and picnic areas/pavilions set
up for all your entertaining or grilling needs. This
parkin located off of 501 north,Just take the Peaks
View Park exit.
Perclval's Island Natural Area—One of
Lynchburg's newest parks, this one and a
half-mile long island is located in the
downtown basin of Lynchburg. It is part of the Blackwater Creek Bike Trail
making it great for those
bike riders, Joggers or
roller-bladers. Fishing is
also permitted in this
area, within the guidelines of the state of Virginia
fishing regulations, of course.
This park is great for serenity and
fun in the outdoors.

affectionately call the "Liberty bubble."
Now we cometotitlequestion of, "what do I want
leeannlivesay
to do with my life?" I'm noticing that I am well ahead
of the game, in that I actually do have some Idea of
what I would like to do. Many of my friends who are
Mad Crazy Senioritis
graduating with me in May have no clue what they
want to do, much less will do when they graduate.
As a COMS major, I am considering a career in
Journalism. I have some experience in this and
I figure some of you are wondering what the
enjoy It. 1 fully intend to send my resume to
assistant news editor Is doing on the Life! pages.
just about eveiy newspaper on the East
Well, its all a part of a cleverly crafted plan for the
news people to take over the entire paper. How does Coastfriooffense to peoplefromthe West
Coast, 1 Just like it better over here).
that sound? (I don't believe it either).
Because 1 am a government minor,
Actually. I am Just helping Laura out by laying
another possibility is ajob in Washingout the Lite! pages every now and then. And this
ton, D.C., preferably on Capitol Hill or
week, they (the powers-that-be) are letting me write
even more fun, in the White House. 1 have
this editorial,
1 want to begin by introducing myself. I am a sen- interned on "the Hill" twice now and I love it!
ior from Klngsport, Tenn. (yeah Vols!). 1 am a com- I already have two girlsfromLU to room
with, and if you know my friends,
munications studies major with an emphasis in
journalism, with minors in youth ministry and gov- you know that will definitely
be interesting; and several
ernment Which brings me to my subject
friends up there who will
1 registered yesterday for my final semester of
help me find ajob. Ontopof
clai ies here at Liberty. Thafe scary! In a Uttle over
that, 1 have experience which
six months, along with my fellow classmates, I will
always
helps when applying
be walking across a stage and Dr. Falwell will be
for
a
position.
handing me my diploma. 1 will have made It through
four years at Liberty. 1 will leave here, get ajob and
A third option goes with
go to "the real world" (not the TV show).
my youth minor. The International Mission Board
Am 1 ready for this? I have spent the last four
(1MB) of the Southern Bapyears of my life well-ensconced Inside of what we

tist Convention has a program called the Journeyman program drat sends college grads on two-year
mission trips. This is something that I would love
doing, but would require major consideration
before going.
1 must admit, with all these options and no definite direction, I have been stressing a bit. I still have
no idea which of these I wanttodo most
Another thing about graduating is that I still
have not found my mate here at LU (ring by
spring, whatever, I want my money back!!) I
' see my friends getting these huge diamond rings and planning their weddings, which of course, I have to attend.
But I'm actually rather thrilled to
have escaped the famous (or infamous)
"MRS degree." For one, I can't imagine
myself married right now. Frankly, right
now the Idea of marriage scares
me. 1 know that I'm not ready
for It yet I can't see having
wasted $60,000 and four
years only to marry a guy the
minute I leave Liberty and
never bother to use my degree
for anything. Yes, 1 realize
that this Is an extremely cynical way of looking at It, but I
desperately wanttoestablish
myself in a career and experience life on my own for a

Road behind Dairy Queen. It is open until midnight
Friday and Saturday.
AMF Bowling—If it's too cold to be spending
time outdoors, it's always fun to get a group
together and go bowling. It's a sport that's highly
overlooked and disregarded by many as being no
fun. But AMF Bowling, located behind Days Inn off
of Candler's Mountain Road, has a lot of offer college students in Lynchburg. It is equipped with 40
lanes of bowling and an arcade. AMF is wild on
weekends. "We got it all, AMF associate Tammy
White said. "Friday and Saturday nights are
Extreme Bowling nights where we cut the lights out
and have strobe lights and disco balls to bowl by.
There is also a disc Jockey on Saturday nights from
10 p.m. until 2 a.m. to accompany you while you
extreme bowl. We are open until 2 a.m. each Friday
and Saturday and also have pool tables open until
2." Each game is only $4.25 per person until 10
p.m. and shoes are $3.25.
The Ice Station— Although the Ice Station is
located In Roanoke and not Lynchburg, it is still a
great way to spend a weekend night. It is the
home of a NHL size hockey rink. This is a great
place to go to when Liberty has a late night
hockey game. Public skating is from 6-10 p.m.
Putt-Putt—For a fun night
with your friends, try some mini- and is only $4 with a college ID. Go early to
Roanoke, ice skate for a few hours with your
golf, batting cages, go-karts
friends and then cheer on the Liberty Flames
and an arcade at Putt-Putt. It
Hockey Team as it defeats its opponent.
offers two golf
There are other things to do as well. You have to
courses made up of
try Texas Inn at least once while you are In Lynch54 championship
putting holes. After burg. There are many historical sites in Lynchburg,
Bedford, Appomatox and other places just about an
a great round of
hour away. You can head to Roanoke or Char""""•'""'
mini-golf, go inside
to the arcade where you lottesville If you need a change of pace from Lynchburg and you willfindmany restaurants and shopcan redeem your tickets for tons of prizes, or test
ping and a variety of entertainments.
your baseball skills In the batting cages. There are
The next time someone says, "There's nothing to
also specialty days. Saturday Is Super Saturday
do in Lynchburg" be sure to let them know what
where you can get unlimited golf, a slice of pizza
Lynchburg has to offer, they will Just have to dig
and a drink of your choice, and your choice of two
deep to find it.
attractions. Putt-Putt is located on Tlmberlake

while. And then, I'll think about getting married. I
need time to grow up and be on my own.
Through all of this uncertainty (yes, I really am
uncertain about a lot of this), I have found somethingtosustain me. I came upon 2 Timothy 1:9 in
my quiet time one night Since then, I have shared It
with several of my friends, hoping it will encourage
them. Now, 1 am sharing It with the student body at
large, and the senior class In particular. It says "Who
hath saved us, and called us with an holy calling,
not according to our works, but according to his
own purpose and grace, which was given us in
Christ Jesus before the world began." (KJV)
Despite my uncertainty and questioning, I
know that God has a very definite plan for my
life. This sustains me through the days when 1
am worried about my future or am upset because
yet anotitier of my friends gets engaged or married. Or because I am a bridesmaid for the sixth
or seventh time.
This versetellsme that God loves me so very
much—so much In fact, that he planned my life.
And his plans are so much greater than anything
that I could ask or imagine (Epheslans 3:20, N1V).
Watching God work In my life In the past few months
has been an amazing thing. God knows what he
wants for my life. He willtellme, not all at once
because 1 couldn't handle it, but He willtellme Uttle
by little, guiding my steps along the way until 1 have
become exactly what he would have me become. All
the while 1 am In the middle of His perfect will.
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Career Night 2001
By Teresa Becker, reporter

How should students prepare for
Career Night? Although some people say
Do you want to show companies the
appearance Isn't everything, It Is very
talents you have to offer? If so, you
Important In an Interview. Mlnard said
should attend Career Night 2001 on Nov. that the first Impression Is a lasting
6. Representatives from a variety of com- Impression. Students should wear class
panies will be In the dining hall waiting to dress. Being confident and poised will be
talk to you from 5 to 7 p.m. Representabeneficial. Be prepared to ask questions.
tives from GE Financial Assurance, Con- Come with more than one resume since
cerned Women for America, Academy of
you never know which companies might
Christian Education, American Express
spark your Interest, or which companies
Financial and Palm
_ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ may show Interest
Harbor Homes will
In you. "AJob
be available to meet
could open up for
with you. These are
Employees who are at you that you never
only five out of the
knew about,"
the Career Fair are the
wide selection of
Mlnard said.
companies that are most eager to talk to you
Those students
attending Career
who
do not have a
about their career [openNight 2001.
resume to present
ings], so it's a good learn should still attend
Sharon Mlnard,
director ofCareer
Night. It Is
ing experience.-John Cherneski Career
Services, recomvery helpful If you
mends that students
sophomore are undecided
} } about furthering
attend Career Night
your education
because the opportu- " * " — ~ ~ " ~ ^ ^ ^ ~
nltles are plentiful. Companies look for stu- beyond the undergraduate level. You can
talk to companies and find out If going for
dents to All Internships, part time and seasonal positions and Job shadowing (follow- a Masters Is a wise decision for a particular career. If you are undecided about a
ing an employer around for a day or two).
major, Career Night could give you new
For students who are not sure If they
Insight on majors to consider. Freshman
are ready for an Internship position, It Is
Molly Ford agrees that It is a wise idea to
a great way to make contacts for the
future. "Employees who are at the Career attend even If you are not set on getting
an Internship. "It's a good idea to go and
Fair are the most eager to talk to you
see what Is offered and to prepare for the
about their career [openings], so It's a
future," she said.
good learning experience," Sophomore
John Cherneskl said.
For more Information regarding
Career Night can, "Open students
Career Night go to the student Splash
page athttp://web.liberty.edu/splash/
awareness to a lot more out there than
and click on Career Center.
they realize." Mlnard said.

u

JENNIFER LEWIS

TIME TO SEE A PRO Sharon Minard gives a student advice on how to
prepare her resume for Career Night

Spice up your
education
Here are a few ideas for interesting upper-level
electives (you have to have 30+ hours of these to
graduate) to take next semester.
enjoyfilmat an entirely new level of
understanding. Knowing how films are
actually made can greatly enhance one's
enjoyment of the finished product."
It's time to register for the Spring
COMS 497, Special Topics: Praise and
semester. For those who need an upper
Worship Communications, is a class in the
level elective or two, Liberty has some
new Communications curriculum. Profesunique classes to choose from.
FACS majors who have taken FACS 230 sor Scott Baker will be teaching this class.
When the new curriculum Is approved, the
and 330, might enjoy FACS 435, Quantity
Foods, taught by Susan Lovett This course course will be entitled "Worship Leadership
as an Art of Communications," Intended for
Is an introduction to restaurant managethose majoring In Worship and Music Minment and teaches the students how to preistry. Any future worship leaders with skills
pare foods for large groups. The first half of
the semester Is fast-paced, covering the text In music and worship leading may take
this course with the Instructor's permisand material. Then the class opens as a
sion. However, it Is mainly for those interrestaurant available to faculty and staffby
ested in the new major.
reservation only. The students follow specific standards to prepare a complete meal.
Baker has been the worship leader at
Grace Evangelical Church for several
After taking this class, "the students
will have rotated through each position of years. Also a COMS professor, he said, "I
am able to tie in thatfield'stheories to the
the typical restaurant and planned and
specialized role of the worship leader."
executed a particular meal for approximately 50 people. They will have applied
"We want to cultivate communicagood nutrition to meal planning, worked
tion abilities in every context relevant
with a budget, supervised a staff and
to the worship leader's roles and relataken the heat and the praise. Hopefully, tionships in the local church: and
this class experience will confirm their
develop worship leaders' understanddesire for a career In restaurant manage- ing of, and sensitivity to, the diverse
ment or at least satisfied their curiosity
needs of their congregational "audiabout It," Mrs. Lovett said.
ences" in light of the divine mandates
This class Is recommended for students for worship," Baker said.
Also for COMS majors, Liberty offers
Interested in foods, catering or the restauCOMS 324, Announcing. The class Is
rant business. Mrs. Lovett also recomintended for Junior COMS majors spemended two classes for the student body,
cializing in broadcast. In this course, Dr.
FACS 350 (offered In the Fall) and FACS
Carl Windsor teaches the basics of pro455 (offered In the Spring). FACS 350 is
nunciation and microphone technique
Family and Economics Management,
which takes the student through the basic and helps students develop skills for
news, commercial and music announceconomic decisions of life such as, Job
markets, buying a house or car and Insur- ing for careers in radio.
ance. FACS 455, Balancing Work and
His lectures cover voice analysis and
Family, deals with Juggling career, family
Improvement, pronunciation and articuresponsibilities, priorities, time managelation, audio and video performance,
ment, stress management, and change.
commercials and PSAS, Interview and
talk programs, radio and television news
Another unique upper-level elective Is
and music and sports announcing.
HUMN 301, Film as Art. Dr. Michael
"Drawing on strong personal experience
Babcock teaches this class. The prereqin radio and television announcing spanuisite for the class Is HUMN 101. The
ning over three decades, I hope to impart
course Includes quizzes, a midterm and
creative Ideas and practical Instruction to
final and a shortfilmanalysis paper.
"We study the aesthetic Issues in film- advance the careers of the future radio/TV
announcer," Windsor said.
making: film shots, editing techniques,
After completing this class, students
story-telling techniques. The bottom
should have sufficient skills to speak on
line: How Is the film a work of art?" Babthe radio or at least In public.
cock said.
Keep these classes In mind as you reg"It's my goal," Babcock said, "that students leave HUMN 301 with the ability to ister for next semester.
ByJana Rirtcnbcck, reporter

Beth Smith
Age: 22
Home: Seminole, Fla.
Major: Psychology
Favorite Food: Korean food,
especially bulgogi and steamed
rice and Kim-Ch'i Chikee
Pet Peeves: People who complain and are not willing to do
anything to change their situation.
Favorite Prof: Dr. Captain.
Why? Because he integrates
textbook information required for
competition in society with the
wisdom that God has given him.
If you could go anywhere in
the world where would you
go? Israel.
Have you been to another
country? Yes. Italy, Switzerland,
France, England, Wales and
Haiti.
Favorite colors: Cobalt blue and
purple.
First thing you notice about
people: Their eyes.

- Compiled by Chris Sheppard, news editor

How to get 'perk'ed in Lynchburg
By Josh Campbell, reporter
If there's one thing to do In Lynchburg It Is to go to coffee
shops. This small town ensconced inside the Blue Ridge
foothills Is not exactly a large metropolis, but It offers rather an
ambiance of nice restaurants, great outdoor activlUes such as
the Peaks of Otter and the Blue Ridge Parkway, and most of all
coffee shops. One could easily enjoy becoming a coffee shop
connoisseur while living here. It's a wonder Lynchburg isn't
famous for its coffee shops.
The fall and winter months make coffee shops great little
havens to go to and enjoy time visiting family members, friends,
old and new, meeting groups to discuss class projects or to
enjoy time by yourself, studying or maybe Just taking a break.
Thefirstcoffee shop that turns heads In the Hill City Is V&T
Cafe and Grille. It's a "How has your day been? Mine has been
good," kind of place. Its eastern subtleties, with the matching
flowers and oriental salads, provide a rather fresh twist as well.
V&Ts has a superb setting for the coffee lover or socialite. Located
on Al 0 Graves Mill Road, It Is noted by many at LU to be the best
coffee shop In town. This cafe provides a classy sense
for their customers. A delicious assortment of different flavored espressos, coffees, Ice creams, cappuccinos, hot and cold, and salads are served here.
Plcasso-style paintings on the wall spur the Imagination for those who sit near them. One thing Is certain, the customer will leave satisfied.
A large bulk of V&Ts business comes dur
lng the lunch hours and on the weekends. Many of their most frequent
customers are college students from
Liberty and Lynchburg College making It a great college hangout.
Senior Chrlssy Hannabass frequents
V&Ts. "1 like V&Ts because of the quiet and
relaxing atmosphere. The potato soup and pita
sandwiches are the best In town," Hannabass said.
Another coffee shop In Lynchburg Is Stingers. It Is on the
campus of Lynchburg College, and can be found between the
school library and some of the sorority houses near Vernon
StreeL It creates a homey setting of a small college. Outside Is
a dimly lit area, making it all the more a catch for those who
seek a fun coffee shop. It Is a white building, adorned with the
ever-so ornate Christmas lights, and a 60-watt light bulb illumi
nating the front and only door for the passerby to see. One can
often smell the slight whiff of coffee aroma lingering about the

place. With plenty of kolnania, coffee, and Kafka it Is a great
place to socialize. The abundance of couches makes the place a
wonderful place to plop down, relax and watch a movie on the
television. Well-worn board games fill one shelf and a computer
with Internet access contribute to the atmosphere of this place.
The fellowship with Lynchburg College students makes the
place all the more special.
The wall decoraUons there are an attracUon in and of
themselves. BapUst Student Union shirts, 10 reasons to
be a part of the Catholic community and Intervarslty logos
line the room. One may find It Interesting to note the
stately portrait ofKramer (of Seinfeld-fame), posing as a
cross between a butterfly-collared disco star and spiritual guru, that hangs In the back, and the menu Is
written in pastel chalk.
These are Just a few coffee shops In town. There are
others. Those wanting to enjoy a more "Mayberry"
effect may want to try Donald's Bagel and Bite. Its tables
outside the delicatessen allow the customers to get fresh
air while perhaps enjoying a bagel and coffee.
Barnes and Noble Is a great place to go as
well. Who knows what one can get Into
there? Isn't It always nice to sit down to
some good ole' Alex ConstanUne and
find out what the CIA has been up to all
these years while chugging a Starbucks
Caramel Machlatto?
Others, like the Drowsy Poet In Candler's StaUon or inside Glvens
Books, make for a great time as
well. The Glvens location provides a more secluded atmosphere allowing one to privately
enjoy a book. Classical music
stokes the senses and the store is a
pracUcal maze from all the bookshelves.
Clio, the stores pet rabbit makes a nice companion too.
Ron Babblngton, a senior, goes to the Glvens location to
relax. "I enjoy going to Drowsy to Just relax," Babblngton said.
The atmosphere Is great for studying. They have a lot of unique
books that you can'tfindother places.
On campus, there Is the Hangar with Starbucks coffee and
great pretzels and the new bookstore with its new coffee line and
comfortable atmosphere.
Wherever you choose, enjoy a cup ofJoe and a good book or
friends. BonAppettt!

i'AMMY RENNER

CELEBRATING THE DAY — Many students love to hang out in the relaxed atmosphere
of coffee shops like the Drowsy Poet, located in Candler's Station. Students go there
to study or just hang out with friends.
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W Basketball: Defeats Longwood to start new season
Buffalo will compete In the
early season tournament.
Liberty will then travel to
Charlottesville. Va. to play UVa.
on Nov. 20.
"We're really excited,"
Feenstra said. "We're going to
have to keep working hard on
the fundamentals because
we're going to need to be a lot
stronger than we are right now
for UCLA."
Liberty will host Virginia
Commonwealth on Nov. 27 for
the regular season home opener and Virginia Tech on Dec. 8.
However, those will be the only
two home games until Jan. 12,
as LU will embark on a sevengame road trip.

Continuedfrompage 10
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DRIVE— Kristal Tharp rashes to the basket in Liberty's exhibition opener.

"At this time of the year,
we're looking forward to Just
playing someone else," Head
Coach Carey Green said. "Is
(Longwood) the caliber that
UCLA Is? No, but you begin
with small steps. The team's
under construction, but there
is quite a bit of talent there. We
Just need to play with better
defensive Intensity."
"We still need some improvment, but this game showed us
where we need work," Frlcke
added.
In addition to UCLA and
Liberty, Michigan State and

Team, individual glories at stake at NCAA Regional
By Wes Richards, asst sports ed.

With the conference championships behind them, the crosscountry teams are entering into
the home stretch: the NCAA
Regional championships.
The race, which includes every
Division I school in the region
such as the universities of Virginia, Tennessee and Florida, will
be held on Nov. 10 in Greenville,
S.C.
"We're going to try to rebound
from the Big South disappointment and make a run at nationals," All-Conference runner Dan
Rabe said, referring to the men's
team's third place finish In the Big
South Championships on Oct. 27;
the women's team placed second.
The meet is door-die for the
Flames, as a disappointing finish
will conclude the season.
However, a strong showing at
the Regional earns them a berth

at the NCAA National Championships on Nov. 19.
Additionally, if a runner places
well enough, he or she will earn a
spot at the Nationals.
"If we don't run well enough
tills weekend, our season will be
over, but we're certainly hopeful
that Heather (Sagan) will get to go
back to nationals again. She's
definitely among the best 100
runners In the nation, and I think
she has a shot to be an All-American," Head Coach Brant Tolsma
said.
Heather Sagan, who won the
Big South Runner of the Year
award the past two years, placed
eighth in the Regional last year
before becoming Liberty's first
NCAA Division I national qualifier.
She placed 59th out of 252 compeUtors last year; she would have
to return to the nationals and finish at least In the top 30 to earn
All-American status.

"If she can finish as an AllRegion athlete, she probably can
earn Academic All-American
again this year," Tolsma added.
In addition to Sagan, the
women's team will be led by
Samantha PelleUer, a freshman
from Wells, Maine.
"We're looking for a good race
out of her. She should get our
highest finish ever for a freshman, and she has a shot at making the All-Region team as well,"
Tolsma said.
Another newcomer, Josiah
Melly, a sophomore transfer from
Kenya, will guide the men's team.
"He's starting to run really
well," Tolsma said. "I would say
that he has a legitimate shot to be
an All-District team member."
Last year at the Regional, the
Flames finished 19th out of 28
teams, while the Lady Flames
posted their best ever finish in the
championship— ninth place.

Flames enjoy four-course meal
By John Farel, sports editor

Liberty University basketball
coach Mel Hanklnson has said
from the start that the purpose
of his developmental program Is
"to focus on the whole person."
However, this Saturday it
wasn't athletics, leadership or
academics that the team was
talking about—tt was dining etiquette.
The coaching staff and players all took part in a formal dinner. It was held in the executive
dining room of the ReberThomas Dining Hall and hosted
by Steve Mangan, director of
dining services at Sodexho MarrioL
The team was served a fourcourse meal, while Mangan
went over the dos and don'ts of
dining etiquette. "Etiquette is

the framework for how we interact in a social setting...first
Impressions mean a lot In everything you do," Mangan said.
The four-course meal began
with an appetizer of smoked
salmon and horseradish sour
cream.
For the next course the team
enjoyed a consomme (chicken
broth and dumplings).
After the consomme the team
was served the main course— a
roasted breast of chicken
stuffed with mushroom duxelles.
The meal concluded with the
dessert—pumpkin cheescake
with praline caramel sauce and
fresh red raspberries.
If there was one message
Mangan wanted to convey It was
that "our interaction with people
can make or break our success."

V ' B a l l : improves BSC mark
Continuedfrompage 10
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BOO!— These cross country runners aren't scaring anyone.

However, the cross-country
teams suffered key injuries
through the course of the 2001
season, making a repeat performance more difficulL
"We got a pretty good challenge
ahead of us," Tolsma said.

Harnack recorded 19 kills,
15 digs and 3 block assists
this match and Elmquist
added 16 kills and 23 digs to
her team's attack. Michelle
Howland also added 64
assists and 12 digs, recording
a team total of 100 digs. This
match was the teams second
highest total digs for the season.
Last Tuesday night the
Lady Flames claimed a 3-0
victory over Elon at home. The
Flames easily won the first
game, 30-18, and held onto
the
second game, winning with a
score of 30-25. Liberty gained
15 consecutive points midway through the third game to
win it, 30-7.

Jennifer Belk led her team
with match highs, recording
12 kills and 13 digs, as Erin
McKeown also added 12 kills
and Elmquist recorded 13
digs.
In non-conference action
last Monday night, the Flames
took on UNC-Greensboro and
claimed the victory in three
games. The Flames won the
match 3-0, with scores of 3018,30-12 and 30-16.
In this match where every
Lady Flame saw some action,
Becky Rudnick recorded 10
kills and seven digs with a
.692 hitting percentage.
Elmquist recorded nine kills
and 10 digs, while Kristin
Colson tallied 26 assists.
The Lady Flames will play
Radford Tuesday, Nov. 6 in
the Vines Center at 7:30 p.m.

Late night basketball kicks off seasons
By John Farel, sports editor

Philip Ward won the slam
dunk contest and the Lady
Flames basketball team
trounced Ed Gomes and his
team of Deans at Thursday
night's "Late Night with Liberty
Basketball" event in the Vines
Center.
The event began with the
introductions of the 2001 -2002
teams. The Lady Flames, who
have won five straight Big South
titles, are favored to do it again
this season, and the men's team
whichfinishedout strong last
season, brings on its strongest
PHOTO BY JOHN FISHER recruiting class yet

LITRE LAYUP- Crystal Peace skys over Ed
Gomes and avoids a block during Late Night.
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on each team.
After introductions, the
teams combined their collective
skills in a two-ball competition.
Chris Caldwell and Laura
Rollyson stole the show.
Rollyson nailed a half-court shot
on her first attempt and followed
that with several three-pointers
to blow away the rest of the field.
Once two-ball was completed
the women's team played Liberty's dean's in a three-on-three
competition. The deans' took an
early lead, but faltered late when
the women's team brought on
extra players to seal the game.
Students also took part in the
activities. There were two separate games of dribble knockout,
and a $ 10,000 shooting chal-

lenge, in which two students
were randomly chosen from the
audience to attemptfivethreepointers in 18 seconds. One guy
and one girl were chosen, but
neither was close.
The highlight of the evening
was the slam dunk contest, in
which Louvon Sneed, Mark
Manley, Philip Ward and Torin
Beeler took part.
Beeler, a 6-6 freshman, used
his 47-inch vertical leap to take
an early lead, but Ward, a 6-7
sophomore, awed the crowd
with a 360 degree dunk on an
alley-oop from the sideline to win
the contest
The men's team will play its
second exhibition game against
PHOTO BY JOHN FISHER
Team Truth on Nov. 10.
SLAM— Dunk champion Phil Ward rattles the rim during the contest.

Basketball Preview

Wanna give something

BACK this year?
The Champion staff is participating in Operation Christmas Child.
We, as Americans, take so much for granted.
Christmas should be not only a time of gift-giving,
but a time to remember that there are children all over
the world who don't get Christmas presents from their families.
These children need material as well as spiritual gifts.
Operation Christmas Child sends a message of hope to children in desperate
situations around the world through gift-filled shoe boxes and Christian literature.
This program provides an opportunity for individuals of all ages to be involved in a simple,
hands-on mrssions project that reaches out to suffering children while focusing on the true
meaning of Christmas-Jesus Christ, Cod's greatest gift. In 2000, we collected over 4.1 million
shoeboxes worldwide and distributed them to children in more than 75 countries.

He/lp u/y thi/y ye/c^r.
Watch for more information in the next
issue of the Champion (October 23) on
how to pack your shoe boxes. Stop by
the Champion office in DM 1035 for
more information. Give a needy child a
reason to smile this Christmas.

7
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Bad luck, misfortune doom Flames vs. Birm. So.
By Chris Humphries, reporter
The men's soccer team fell
victim to bad luck and two
mental lapses in Its 2-1 loss
to Birmingham-Southern on
Friday night.
The Flames, playing Just
their fourth home match of
the season, fell behind early,
tied the game late and gave
up the game-winning goal
with Just minutes left In the
match.
The first goal in the match
came in the eighth minute
when Birmingham-Southern's
Greig Munro attempted to
cross the ball from the end
line.
Suddenly, what had
appeared to be a harmless
cross turned Into a surprising goal when Liberty's keeper, Dean Short, misjudged the
ball and had the would-be
Icross tip off his hand and
llnto the net.
"It was pretty windy in the
first half and Dean said what
happened was he (Munro) hit
it and it got caught in the
wind, came back onto the
field of play and he touched
and it ended up going Into
the goal. It was a very disappointing goal," Liberty's coach
Jeff Alder said.
,. The Flames and Panthers
would battle for the next 73
minutes without either team
scoring a goal in a very physical match that saw a total of
32 fouls and six yellow cards.
The Flames had several
opportunities, to even the
-jmatch at a goal apiece but

PHOTO BY JOHN FISHER

STOP IT— Alan Pike attempts to steal the ball from a Birm. Sou. player.
point-blank shot only to have
the shot strike a post, an
opponent or even a teammate
and keep the Flames from
evening the match.
The Flames finally managed to find the back of the
net when Jason Streets
passed the ball to David
Guinn, who got the Flames
even at a goal apiece with a
shot from 30 yards out.
Unfortunately for the
Flames, just five minutes
after evening the match the
Panther's Kenneth Robinson
intercepted a pass that was

were unable to find the back
of the net until the 81st
minute.
"We just couldn't get the
ball to go into the net
tonight," Alder said.
Liberty out shot the
Panthers 14-12, and the
Flames had 11 shots on goal
compared to BirminghamSouthern's five shots on goal.
Birmingham-Southern's
keeper, Luke Eldridge, saved
nine shots for the Panthers.
Time and time again the
Flames found the ball bouncing their way in the box for a

Late rally not enough for Lady Flames
the fact that one has to go
back five years to find a
number one seed who won
the tournament.
So, half Jokingly, Coach
Price didn't want that kind of
"pressure."
"We are a confident team,
and playing three games is
not that big of a deal to us,
playing all three games will
keep us on our toes," Price
added.
As history shows, one
would have to go back one
year to see that the Lady
Flames were not affected by
playing a third game in the
Big South Tournament. They
won all three and earned an
NCAA birth, so this team
knows It Is capable of repeating that feat.
The team is battling
through several injuries right
now, but everyone should be
healthy by the weekend.
The Lady Flames encountered a tough opponent earlier in the week as well. LU
traveled to Wake Forest
Tuesday to play a game that
was a repeat of last year's
NCAA first round match-up.

By Chris Foster, reporter
Going Into the last day of
the regular season this past
Saturday, the Lady Flames
needed a win and an Elon
loss to capture the regular
season title and a first place
seed in this weekend's conference tournament.
Unfortunately, neither
happened and Liberty fell all
the way to third place with
their 3-2 loss to Charleston
Southern, who passed Liberty
in the standings with the
win.
LU fell behind 3-0 before
rallying late to score two
goals, one by Jenny Davis
and the other from Lauren
Zealand, but it was too little,
too late as Liberty finished 32-1 in the conference. CSU
improved to 4-1 -1 to get the
second seed, behind Elon
who finished 5-1. Elon's only
loss was at Liberty.
"It would have been nice
to win the regular season and
get the (first round) bye, but
we really had no big expectations," Liberty Head Coach
James Price said, referencing

The outcome was similar
to last year's game also, as a
faster, more experienced
WFU squad defeated the Lady
Flames 6-0.
"We always learn a lot in
games like this. We learned
to move off the ball better
and how much that affects
the outcome of the match,"
Price said.
"We matched up very well
physically with (WFU) and
that should help us in the
BSC," he said.
Liberty was out shot 22-7
for the match. LU's best
scoring opportunity came
early In the second half when
Rachel Lyndon got behind
the keeper and fired a shot
that was saved by a Wake
Forest defender.
Lyndon collected the
rebound and fired again, only
to have April Raymer make
another back save. Liberty
goalkeeper Natalie Mayer
made eight saves on the
night.
Liberty finishes the regular season with a record of 87-2 (3-2-1 BSC).

sent across Liberty's own
box. He was able to get the
ball to wide open teammate
Jamie Holmes, who got the
game-winning goal for
Birmingham-Southern.
"I don't think either goal
was very good. Our guys Just
need to be mentally sharper,"
Alder said.
Earlier in the week the
Flames defeated VMI in
Lexington, 3-2. Jason Streets
scored the game winning goal
with Just more than two minutes left in overtime. Alan
Pike and Ben Strawbrtdge
scored the other two goals for
the Flames and Jonathan
Streets, Pavel Cancura, and
Pike were credited with
assists In the match.
The Flames overall record
after the non-conference
matches against
Birmingham-Southern and
VMI now stands at 6-8. The
Flames are still in first place
in the Big South Conference
with a 4-1 record and have
two matches remaining in the
season. Both matches are
conference matches.
The Flames face a road
match against High Point on
Nov. 5. The last match of the
season will be a home match
against Radford on Nov. 9.
"The good thing Is that we
are still in first place in the
conference. Yes, we want to
win every game but winning
the conference Is what gets
you into the NCAAs. And if
we play like we are capable
both matches are winnable,"
Alder said.

Football: Loses to West. Car.
Continued from page 10
Barnes has been expected
to return for next week's game
against Charleston Southern.
Parson's counterpart,
Western Carolina quarterback
Brian Gaither, threw for 286
of the Catamount's 327 passing yards.
Flames reserve quarterback
J.K. Scott subbed for Parson
midway through the third
quarter, but was taken out
after tossing three consecutive
passes for interceptions. Alex
Lucy, a graduate of Heritage
High School In Lynchburg,
saw playing time for the first
time in a Liberty uniform, but
did not attempt a pass.
One bright spot for Liberty
this past week was the performance of freshman Samkon
Gado, who continues to step

up in Verondre Barnes's
absence. Gado rushed for 83
yards on 22 attempts.
However, Western Carolina
reciprocated Gado's production with a ground attack to
the tune of 291 yards.
Running back Fred Boateng
rushed for 155 yards, one
yard short of equaling
Liberty's game total.
The defeat drops the football team's record to 2-6 on
the season and 1 -2 all-time
against Western Carolina.
Liberty travels to
Charleston Southern this
Saturday to conclude its fivegame road trip, still looking
for Its first road win of the
season. Colncldentally,
Charleston Southern Is the
last team Liberty has beaten
on the road, on Oct. 23, 1999.
Liberty holds a 7-1 series edge
against the Buccaneers.

FILE PHOTO

TEAM EFFORT— "Roc" Haith (2), Seth Reichart (91), Brandon GilesSummer (29) and Kendrick Howard (37) stop an advancing rush.

Reigning champions hope for encore
By Chris Foster, reporter
To repeat or not to repeat,
that is the question on the
minds of Liberty fans this
weekend as the Lady Flames
soccer team tries to repeat
last year's magic and win a
second straight Big South
Championship.
The tournament begins on
Thursday and Liberty will play
either UNC-Ashevllle or High
Point in the first round. The
Lady Flames are coming of off
another good season and are
building u p to tournament
level.
"We have been nursing
some injuries, so this week we
will focus on getting healthy
and being rested for this
weekend," Head Coach James
Price said.
The Lady Flames fell in
their last two regular season
matches, one to a 24th ranked
Wake Forest team and the
other to Charleston Southern,
whom Liberty will likely have
to face in the Big South
Tournament.
Starters Katie Woodrow and
Sarah Gantner both were left
off the travel list to CSU due
to injuries. The two hope to be
healthy and Coach Price is

counting on Woodrow, his
leading goal scorer and
Ganter, one of his top defenders, to be ready for Thursday.
LU Is led by Junior
Woodrow with five goals and
three assists and senior Nancy
Davis who has four goals and
one assist. Junior Emily
Shubln leads the team in
assists with five and has
added two goals also. Another
reason for this team's success
is freshman goalkeeper Natalie
Mayer. Mayer earned the fulltime starting Job when sophomore Amy Moxley went down
with a knee injury earlier in
the year.
Mayer played strong
throughout the season earning six shutouts and finishing
with a record of 8-5-2. Liberty
only gave u p three second
half goals in conference
games this year, which should
be a good indication that with
strong play early in matches,
LU should be a favorite to
repeat, despite their third
seed.
Liberty was the only team
in the conference this year to
defeat Elon, the No. 1 seed,
who was also the runner up
in last year's tournament.
Liberty's only conference

FILE PHOTO

HEADS UP— Katie Woodrow dribbles
down field against Elon College.

loss, other than CSU, was at
High Point in the first conference match of the year;
Liberty will face High Point in
the opening round of the
tournament on Thursday, at
7:30 p.m.
The Big South Tournament
will be held at the Blackbaud
Soccer Stadium In
Charleston, S.C. The championship game will be held on
Saturday at 7 p.m.

c l a s s i f i e d s
Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
7 days prior to
publication

Rates:
Open/Commercial

(804) 582-2128

$3.67 - 1st 15 words
24(J each word over 15

Student/Faculty
Rate*:
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Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
•Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.
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Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge
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$1.50
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Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
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1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge
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$1.00
$1.50
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Help Waated

Fer ReAt

Fer Sale

A College Student's Dream Job !!!
Great pay. Part-time. Flexible
evening work schedule that allows for
other school activities and going
home for the holidays. We train you.
If you have a clear speaking voice,
call 582-1590 ask for Sherry: B&B
Presentations, 523 Leesville Road,
Lynchburg.

Fort Hill
•Immaculate- furnished 2-room
apartment - main level in private
home New carpet, vinyl, freshly
painted. $325/month. Prefer someone quiet.

'92 Red Mitsubishi Mirage for sale.
4-dr, AC, automatic, runs great,
clean. $1,200. Call Mark @ 833-2114

•Large furnished one-bedroom
upstairs apartment.
Redecorated.Prefer single female or
married couple. $335/month.
•Two bedroom duplex. Hardwood
floors. Kitchen with dining area.
Couple preferred. $350/montb.
••Above apartments 10 minutes
from LU. Require 1-year lease and
security deposit. No pets. Call 2373338 and leave a message.

we throw a l l kinds of

[obstacles] at you,
tuition isn't one of them.

10 Speed men's mountain bike for
sale. Good condition. Tires new.
$50,582-2128

Sure, we'll have you climbing walls. But if you qualify for
Computer Desk for sale: Desk and
matching bookshelf, natural wood
and black coloring. Perfectly new
condition. $100 or OBO for both
pieces. Call 582-2128

Need te sell it,
buy it er lire ii
it? Check the
classifieds
fer i t ! ! !

a 2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't
have to worry about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get a
leg up on your future.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
For more info contact Master
Sergeant Brewton at 582-7335 or
kbrewtonfa).libertv.edu

WOMEN'S SOCCER

FOOTBALL

Champion
ipion

i

11/8-10 Big South
Championship, TBA

• 11/10 at C. Southern, 1:30
p.m.

VOLLEYBALL

orts
NOVEMBER

6,

2 0 0 1

- P A G E

CROSS COUNTRY

• 11/6 vs. Radford, 7:30 p.m.
11/9 at C. Southern, 7 p.m.
• 11/10 at C. Carolina, 2 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER
• 11/9 vs. Radford, 7 p.m.

1 1 / 1 0 NCAA Regional, TBA

MEN'S B'BALL
• 11/10 vs. Team Truth
(exhib.), 7:30 p.m.
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LU Volleyball sweeps Asheville
Saturday.
On Friday evening the Flames
fought hard, but lost the match
against Wlnthrop in the Vines Center,
2-3. The Flames won the first game
of the match, 30-22, and then
dropped the second game with a
score of 27-30.
They came back and won the third
game, 30-27, but couldn't hold onto
the next game. They lost the last two
games with scores of 20-30 and 1416 respectively.
Jennifer Belk led her team with
match highs in kills and digs,
recording 19 and 23, respectively.

By Kate Boylan, reporter

The Lady Flames swept the
Bulldogs of UNC-Ashevllle and
Improved their Big South record to 92 in last weekend's matchup.
Winning all three sets, 30-24, 3021 and 30-18, Liberty brought its
overall record to 16-9.
Freshman Jennifer Belk led the
Lady Flames offense with 20 kills and
18 digs, followed closely by Rachel
Harnack who added 15 kills and
seven digs.
Summer Elmquist also recorded
12 kills and a hitting percentage of
.391 in the match. Freshman Erin
McKeown recorded 19 digs, eight kills
and a hitting percentage of .467 on

johnfarel

HERECOMETHE
BLUE DEVILS
With the college basketball season getting underway there Is one
question everyone Is asking. "Can
Duke win It all again?"
Most analysts have picked
Duke No. 1 in the pre-season
polls, and have penciled them in
as a Final Four team. Duke Is
deserving of such accolades, after
all the Blue Devils are the National
Champions, and their beloved
Coach K was just elected into the
basketball Hall of Fame.
Duke breezed through last season, and with the exception of a
few games it will do the same this
season, picking up the ACC crown
along the way. That should be a
shock to no one. Duke has another strong recruiting class and one
of the top transfers in the country— Dahntay Jones from Rutgers.
With that said. Duke will not
win the National Championship.
While it once again has a very
good team, it doesn't have the best
team. Duke has been ranked No. 1
practically ever year for the last
five years and how many championships does it have? One. The
Blue Devils are bright, Intelligent
players with good skills, but they
hardly ever have the most talented
team in the country. Which is why
their best player was not even
picked in the topfiveof the NBA
draft last season.
There is another perennial
problem for Duke. Every team in
the world has them in it's
crosshairs. It doesn't matter who
the Blue Devils play. Whoever
plays them will play harder than it
ever has. When March rolls
around and Duke has already
peaked, that will make a difference. Especially considering the
increase in talent this season.
Kansas, UCLA, Illinois and
Kentucky are all drastically
improved from last season.
In.addition to those teams, I
think there could be several surprises. Among the major conferences, watch out for Missouri and
Memphis. Both are ranked in the
pre-season top 25, but don't be
suprised if either crack thetopfive
this season, especially Missouri.
Missouri has the top player in
the country in Kareem Rush.
Rush, who could be a twin for
Dominlqe Wilklns, is a silky
smooth, 6-7 wing/guard who can
do it all You know that If you saw
his performance against Duke last
season In the NCAAs.
As for Memphis, it has the top
recruit in the country In Dajuan
Wagner. Wagner scored 100 points
In a game during his senior year in
high school and is Just one of
many talented Tigers, including
Antonio Burks, who originally
signed with Liberty but opted for
junior college.
There Is also an abundance of
talent In the small schools this
season. The best center In the
country, Chris Marcus, plays for
Western Kentucky. Don't be surprised If that tebimfindsIts way
Into the Sweet 16 this season.
As for the Big South, the usual
teams will be good. Wlnthrop and
Radford have been picked as the
pre-season favorites. Wlnthrop
should be especially tough. It
returns most of its players and
brings In a top recruit In Sheldon
l.i. .ily. Radford lost Jason Williams,
but It has the top center In the
conference In Andrey Savtchenko.
Meanwhile, Liberty could have Its
most talented team yet Though
young, they should peak by March
and make a run at the BSC title.

JOHN USHER

Please see VOLLEYBALL, pap 8
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By Wes Rickards, asst. sports editor

Cullowhee, N.C.— Winter Just
won't come fast enough for the
Flames football team.
On an unseasonably warm day
In the Appalachian mountains,
Liberty University was held scoreless against Western Carolina, 630, In E.J. Whitmlre Stadium last
Saturday.
Liberty was also shutout by an
Identical 63-0 score against
Division I-A opponent Central
Florida earlier this season.
Western Carolina's sophomore
running back Manny DeShauteuurS'
drew first blood, scoring on a 12- _*yard-run with 8:12 remaining in
the first quarter. DeShauteurs only
carried the ball four times in the
game, but capitalized on each
attempt—he recorded three touchdowns during the contest.
Ineffective against tenacious
defense from the Western Carolina
Catamounts, Liberty failed to
record a first down until five minutes remaining in the first half.
Biff Parson, who was named the
I-AA Independent Offensive Player
of the Week last week, could not
jump start the sleeping Flames'
offense, which has yet to emerge
from the doldrums brought on by
the Injury that freshman Verondre
Barnes suffered against Central
Florida.
FILE PHOTO

FRUSTRATION— Coach Ken Karcher looks on during a game earlier this season; LU has since lost its last four games.
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Lady Flames defeat Longwood in exhibition
By Wes Rickards, asst sports editor

PHOTO BY JOHN FISHER

TWO POINTS— Michelle Fricke bests three Longwood defenders and goes up for a shot

The drive for six has officially
begun.
Michelle Fricke and Merlbeth
Feenstra both posted double-doubles to lead the Lady Flames to a
68-54 exhibition win over the
Longwood Lancers on Nov. 3. in the
Vines Center.
Fricke, the Big South Preseason
Player of the Year, led all scorers
with 19 points and added 11
rebounds, while teammate Feenstra
contributed 14 points and 18
rebounds to kick off the 2001-2002
year; a season In which the Lady
Flames hope to add a championship
banner to the rafters of the Vines
Center for the sixth consecutive
time.
"It felt really good. 1 was real
excited to start the season again,"
Feenstra said. "We have a lot to
work on, but we did a lot of good
things."
The Lady Flames dominated the
diminutive Lancers with a decisive
67-28 edge in the rebounding
department, but hurt their cause by
committing 21 fouls and turning the
ball over 29 times.
"We struggled with the turnovers,
but we're doing better," Fricke stated. "I'm confident in our team,
but I'm not satisfied yet."
Liberty Jumped out to an early
11-3 advantage and never relinquished the lead. At one point,
Liberty led by 22 points, but a
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« ' • • * makes a diving save against UNC Asheville.

Western Carolina upends Liberty
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Longwood charge midway through
the second half cut the deficit to 11
points.
However, the Lady Flames
regrouped and shut down
Longwood's hopes for a preseason
upset. A three-pointer by
Longwood's Kanee Booth made the
score 49-38 with 9:29 remaining in
the game. However, quick scores by
Liberty's Crystal Pearce and
Feenstra solidified the 68-54 victory.
Ebony Smith paced the Lancers
with 12 points, including three for
four from behind the three-point
arc. Tokisha Burton added 10
points for Longwood in a
losing effort.
Saturday's game marked the only
exhibition contest before Liberty
travels to East Lansing, Mich, to
compete In the Michigan State
University Classic, where they will
open the regular season against
UCLA on Nov. 16.
Please see W BASKETBALL, page 8
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